
From the road of Pala Barzana, the trail descends to the Colvera Jouf in an area 
named Buffui; during the descent, you cross other old tracks that led to houses and 
stavoli now abandoned. The path at some points is bordered by dry stone walls, 
clear evidence of the ancient care for these paths that in the past were the only 
connections within the valley.

After about 250 meters you 
cross a small stream, after a 
few steps you reach Colvera 
di Jouf. This stream collects 
all waters flowing down from 
the northern slopes of mount 
Jouf (after intense rainfall 
the crossing can be difficult). 
Beyond the river, the path turns 
to the left and gently climbs the 
lower part of the slope until a 
forest track near a ruin. Take the 
trail towards west and follow it 
up to a clearing. From this point 
a looped path leads to Landri 
Viert. Go down to the riverbed of 
a small stream and climb up for a 
hundred meters: you will be in a 

narrow valley; on the right bank, 
the karstic dissolution created 
a large vault with curved edge 
and its name derives from the 
presence of a wide cavity. 
In the local dialect the word 
landri means cave, while viert 
means open, large. Continuing 
the ascent along the stream 
you reach the base of a small 
ravine, here the trail climbs up 
and after some hairpin turns 
it arrives at the top level of the 
engraving. From this point the 
path descends to the clearing 
place at the end of the forest 
track. Now you have to retrace 
the section already travelled on 

the way up, until the ruin; some 
steps ahead, on the right, is the 
road leading to Landri Scur. 
At the base of the rock wall 
towards north you can notice 
some cavities, while if you look 
to the west you will see a natural 
arch in rock. Returning to the 
ruin you can go back to the start 
using the path already walked 
on the way there. Alternatively, 
you can walk down the forest 
trail until the gorge of Colvera 
(3 km) to observe the impressive 
phenomena of river erosion. In 
this case it is good to leave a 
mean at the end point.
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4.LANDRIS PATH
VALLEY PATHS
Natural Park of the Friulian Dolomites



PATH TAB
Municipality Frisanco (PN)

Starting point Road Pala Barzana –  Buffui area, Poffabro of Frisanco (525 m)

Arrival point Road Pala Barzana –  Buffui area, Poffabro of Frisanco (525 m)

Alternative arrival Ponte delle pignatte - Bus del Colvera, Frisanco (408 m)

Recommended period March - October

Approximate walking time 2 hours

Geological peculiarities Karstic phenomenon, river erosion

Points of interest Landri Scur (deep cave) and Landri Viert (very large rocky vault)

Cartography Map Edizioni Tabacco Natural Park Friulian Dolomites; And Edizioni Tabacco #028

Support points not present

Pyramidal orchid Landri Scur Ruin in Landri Scur

PATH ELEVATION AND CAI DIRECTIONS
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